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1. Introduction
The Apollo missions first measured the magnitude of the lunar crustal magnetic fields (Dyal et al., 1970, 1974; 
Fuller, 1974; Sharp et al., 1973) after it was shown by the Luna 2 mission that no lunar global magnetic field 
currently exists (Dolginov & Pushkov, 1960). It is theorized, however, that these crustal magnetic anomalies 
(LMAs) may have formed in the presence of a now extinct dynamo field (Arkani-Hamed & Boutin, 2014; 
Baek et al., 2019; Hood, 2011; Hood et al., 2001; Kelley & Garrick-Bethell, 2020; Nayak et al., 2017), but little 
is known still about the geological origins of LMAs. The surface material may have become magnetized 
through thermoremanent magnetization of impact ejecta (Hood et  al.,  2001; Wieczorek et  al.,  2012) or 
volcanic materials (Hemingway & Tikoo, 2018; Purucker et al., 2012), or through shock-remanent magnet-
ization by large impacts (Hood & Artemieva, 2008).

LMAs range up to a few hundreds of kilometers in size, which is relatively tiny compared to the lunar radi-
us, and have estimated surface magnetic field strengths shy of one thousand nanoTesla (Hood et al., 2001; 
Mitchell et al., 2008; Purucker & Nicholas, 2010; Tsunakawa et al., 2015). This makes the local plasma envi-
ronment in which LMAs are embedded intriguing plasma-physics laboratories. The spatial scales of LMAs 
are smaller than the local ion inertial lengths and gyroradii, but the electron population is largely magnet-
ized still. This results in an interaction regime with the impinging solar wind or magnetosphere plasma that 

Abstract Reiner Gamma is a prime target for low-orbiting spacecraft or even surface-landed missions 
in the near future. The region hosts a prominent lunar swirl that is co-located with a strong and well-
structured magnetic anomaly. We simulate and discuss Reiner Gamma's near-surface plasma environment 
at different altitudes above the lunar surface using the fully kinetic particle-in-cell code iPIC3D. The input 
magnetic field model is based on orbital-altitude observations from the Kaguya and Lunar Prospector 
missions. We develop eight simulation cases, representing the distinct plasma regimes. Reiner Gamma is 
exposed to along a typical orbit, including different solar wind incidence angles and the magnetosheath 
crossing. We show that the plasma environment is vastly different at different altitudes and depends 
critically on the upstream plasma parameters, consistent with the predictions of the solar wind standoff 
model. Our work helps to define measurement requirements for a possible future low-orbiting or lander 
mission to the Reiner Gamma area or similarly magnetized regions of the lunar surface.

Plain Language Summary The Reiner Gamma region on the lunar surface hosts a set of 
brightness variations, or “swirls,” that are co-located with a prominent crustal magnetic field. Recently, it 
has been identified as one of the prime locations to be visited by one of NASA's next lunar missions. Here, 
we analyze the distinct plasma regimes that such a mission may encounter along its trajectory, such as 
the Moon's crossing through the Earth's magnetosheath and a set of different solar wind directions. We 
simulate the electron, proton, and 2He  dynamics with computational particles and include the Reiner 
Gamma magnetic field using a model developed from Kaguya and Lunar Prospector measurements. We 
find that the plasma environment is vastly different at different altitudes and depends critically on the 
upstream plasma parameters. Our models are essential to help define the measurement requirements for 
future endeavors to magnetized regions on the lunar surface, such as Reiner Gamma.
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may be highly non-adiabatic (Chu et al., 2021; Deca & Divin, 2016; Deca et al., 2016; Howes et al., 2015; 
Kallio et al., 2012; Lue et al., 2016; Poppe et al., 2012; Saito et al., 2012). Driven by electron dynamics and the 
presence of an associated ambipolar electric field above primarily horizontal magnetic field geometries, a 
mini-magnetosphere may form and a significant fraction of the ion population population may be deflected 
away from the surface (Bamford et al., 2012; Deca et al., 2014, 2015; Hemingway & Garrick-Bethell, 2012; 
Kurata et al., 2005; Lin et al., 1998; Poppe et al., 2016; Usui et al., 2017; Zimmerman et al., 2015).

Lunar swirls are visually distinctive high-albedo surface markings that are always co-located with LMAs 
(Blewett et  al.,  2011; El-Baz,  1972; Hood & Schubert,  1980; Hood & Williams,  1989; Kramer, Besse, 
et al., 2011; Schultz & Srnka, 1980). Although no swirls have been found away from magnetized regions, not 
all LMAs host such albedo patterns (Blewett et al., 2011; Denevi et al., 2016). Their evolutionary scenarios 
have been shrouded in mystery, but are most surely connected with the crustal fields themselves (Pieters 
& Noble, 2016). The local electromagnetic and plasma environment may produce unique spectral prop-
erties (Pieters, Moriarty, & Garrick-Bethell, 2014) and magnetically (Pieters, Garrick-Bethell, & Heming-
way, 2014) or electrostatically sort lofted high-albedo dust on the lunar surface (Garrick-Bethell et al., 2011; 
Hendrix et al., 2016). Recent cometary and micrometeoroid impacts may have left behind bright unweath-
ered fine-grained material (Pinet et al., 2000; Schultz & Srnka, 1980; Starukhina & Shkuratov, 2004; Syal & 
Schultz, 2015), and the formation of mini-magnetospheres may cause the solar wind to standoff and locally 
change plasma weathering patterns and surface chemistry (Blewett et al., 2010, 2011; Deca et al., 2018, 2020; 
Hood & Schubert, 1980; Kramer, Besse, et al., 2011; Kramer, Combe, et al., 2011; Glotch et al., 2015; Hem-
ingway & Garrick-Bethell, 2012; Hemingway et al., 2015; Hendrix et al., 2016; Pieters & Noble, 2016). The 
ability of the magnetic geometry to form a mini-magnetosphere provides a straightforward explanation 
why only some LMAs are found to be co-located with lunar swirls. If a sufficiently strong ambipolar electric 
field is not formed, the local solar wind weathering pattern remains unaltered (Deca et al., 2018). Evidence 
suggests that all these mechanisms may have their part in the joint evolution of LMAs and lunar swirls. For 
example, an increased amount of charged particle flux to the surface may be needed to accommodate and 
control the rate of surface weathering by impacts (Blewett et al., 2011; Glotch et al., 2015).

Reiner Gamma is a prominent lunar swirl formation with an overall length of about 70 km, located on the 
Oceanus Procellarum (7. 5 N 59. 0 W; see Figure 1 of Lee et al., 2019). Its main body consists of an inner bright 
lobe surrounded by two narrow dark lanes and two outer bright lobes (see Figures 1a–1b of Poppe et al., 2016 
or Figure 2 of Deca et al., 2018). The magnetic geometry of the co-located swirls has a maximum intensity of  
500 nT (Tsunakawa et al., 2015) and its horizontal dipolar-like structure (Kurata et al., 2005) is critical in gen-
erating the ambipolar electric field that regulates differential plasma weathering of the regolith surface (Deca 
et al., 2018; Poppe et al., 2016). In addition, fully kinetic modeling of the solar wind interaction with the observa-
tion-based magnetic geometry has shown that these weathering patterns change significantly over the course of 
a lunar day (Deca et al., 2020). An integrated proton and helium ion flux profile to the surface is crucial to repro-
duce the brightness ratios between the inner and outer bright lobes, the dark lanes, and the mare background.

Simulations have established a logical connection between the observed albedo pattern and the plas-
ma-physical processes that govern the plasma interaction with Reiner Gamma's near-surface magnetic 
fields. It suggests that the observed swirl patterns could be used to fine-tune surface magnetization models 
and, hence, the geologic origins of lunar magnetic anomalies (Hemingway & Tikoo, 2018). Unfortunately, 
thus far no comprehensive low altitude (below 20 km) or surface measurements of the magnetic field and 
plasma environment have been made post-Apollo to complement and complete our understanding of the 
solar wind interaction with LMAs and swirl formation. As Reiner Gamma is likely to be a prime target 
for future low-orbiting spacecraft and lunar landers (e.g., Blewett et al., 2019; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2019; 
Stubbs et al., 2018), in this work, we investigate further Reiner Gamma's near-surface plasma environment 
in order to help define measurement requirements for a possible future mission.

2. Methods
In order to capture both the ion and electron dynamics of the plasma interactions near the Reiner Gam-
ma formation self-consistently, we use the 3-D fully kinetic, electromagnetic, semi-implicit particle-in-cell 
code iPIC3D (Markidis et al., 2010). The key features of the code for solar wind-body interactions include 
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open boundary conditions that allow us to create a drifting Maxwellian plasma in a computational do-
main centered on the object (Deca et al., 2015; Divin et al., 2007) and the ability to decrease the numeri-
cal resolution beyond the Debye scales when investigating non-Debye-scale plasma processes (e.g., Deca 
et al., 2017, 2020; Lapenta et al., 2006). The Reiner Gamma magnetic topology is reproduced using a Surface 
Vector Mapping (SVM) model based on Kaguya and Lunar Prospector magnetic field measurements (Deca 
et al., 2018, 2020; Tsunakawa et al., 2014; 2015). We approximate the lunar surface with an absorbing sphere 
of radius  1737.1R  km.

All simulations reported on in this work use an identical numerical setup and input magnetic field mod-
el for the Reiner Gamma magnetic topology. Only the upstream solar wind plasma conditions are varied 
between the different cases (Table 1). The simulation domain measures 200 × 650 × 650  3km  with a reso-
lution of 1.35  1.35  1.35  3km . The simulation time step is  51.75 10 s. Three plasma species are included: 
electrons, protons, and alpha ( 2He ) particles. Their respective densities are represented in the simulation 
using 64 computational particles per cell per species. The proton (alpha)-to-electron mass ratio is reduced 
to 256 (1024) to meet our numerical restrictions. Note that cases A–G are identical to those defined in Deca 
et al. (2020) and that case Z adds an interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) to case C.

3. Results and Discussion
Simulation cases A to F cover one fourth of the lunar orbit in six 15  segments, which is the part of the Moon's 
trajectory when Reiner Gamma is exposed to pristine solar wind plasma (Figure 1 in Deca et al., 2020). We 
did not include an IMF, allowing us to single out the effects of the SVM model on the near-surface plas-
ma environment. Only for case Z an IMF has been included for comparison purposes with case C. In the 
following subsections, we discuss the effects of the solar wind incidence angle on Reiner Gamma's plasma 
environment with altitude above the lunar surface (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). In the final Section 3.3, case G 
presents a scenario when the region is significantly affected by the hot and dense magnetosheath plasma.

3.1. Reiner Gamma at  Solar Wind Incidence Angle

Figure 1 presents an overview of the simulated region surrounding the Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly 
(case Z in Table 1). The solar wind speed is | |v flow  350 1kms  and has a 45° incidence angle to the surface 
in the ecliptic (XY) plane. Mapped as well is the simulated proton number density at the lunar surface. 
The IMF is chosen parallel to the surface at | |B

IMF
 3 nT and creates a magnetic null point above the LMA 

(Olshevsky et al., 2016). The presented set of magnetic field lines highlights the roughly dipolar structure of 
Reiner Gamma's main magnetic anomaly (Kurata et al., 2005), indicating the spatial locations of the inner 
bright lobe and the dark lanes (Deca et al., 2018). The density halo surrounding the inner bright lobe, that 
is, the location where the ambipolar electric field is anchored, is located roughly 15 km above the lunar 
surface for the chosen upstream plasma conditions (not shown; e.g., Figure 3 in Deca et al., 2018). This elec-
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Case n ( 3cm ) [   2e , ,p He ] T (eV) [   2e , ,p He ] | |v flow  ( 1kms ) () | |B
IMF

 (nT)

Z (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 45 3

A (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 75 0

B (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 60 0

C (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 45 0

D (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 30 0

E (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 15 0

F (SW) (3.15, 3, 0.15) (13, 3.5, 3.5) 350 0 0

G (MS) (10.5, 10, 0.5) (50, 100, 100) 150 55 0

Note.   is the incidence angle of the flow with respect to the surface normal. SW and MS indicate the solar wind and magnetosheath, respectively.

Table 1 
Overview of the Plasma Parameters Used in the Different Simulation Cases
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trosheath has a thickness of 8 km or about one electron skin depth (Bamford et al., 2012; Deca et al., 2014). 
To investigate the plasma environment a low-orbiting spacecraft would encounter when flying through the 
Reiner Gamma region, we follow the evolution of a set of plasma parameters along a polar (magenta) and 
equatorial (red) orbit through the center of the main anomaly at 15 km above the surface. The results are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

Along the polar orbit (Y direction), the magnetic field profiles indicate a dipolar topology, with a maxi-
mum along Y and a polarity change along X, the direction perpendicular to the lunar surface (Figure 2b). 
At 15 km altitude we cross through the density halos formed above both the inner and outer bright lobes 
(Figure  2a). The magnitude of the ambipolar electric field along this trajectory measures 33 1mV m  at 
maximum and is unable to significantly affect the 2He  density profile (Figures 2a and 2c). Particularly 
interesting is that the maxima of the electron and proton densities and the electric field do not exactly line 
up as due to the 45° solar wind incidence angle, charge separation between the ions and electrons is greatest 
at the upwind side of the anomaly (see also the discussion of Figure 3). Under normal solar wind incidence 
the maximum ambipolar electric field values are found lined up exactly with the density halo and the most 
horizontal magnetic field regions (Deca et al., 2018).

The energy distributions on the lower panels of Figure 2 are created by binning all computational particles 
by energy in a cylinder with radius 1 km around the orbit trajectory. The distribution is then split in a com-
ponent streaming away (UP) and toward (DOWN) the lunar surface. Electrons move about with a thermal 
velocity much faster than the solar wind speed. The UP and DOWN energy distributions behave therefore 
very similar. Inside the density halo both parts of the electron distribution are equally heated by the inter-
actions with the LMA (Figures 2d and 2e). The only significant differences are observed at  Y 24km and 
Y 20km, where the orbital trajectory intersects the density halo. These locations indicate the regions where 

the electrons are accelerated (rather than heated) by the E B-drift mechanism (Deca et al., 2015). The ion 
thermal velocity is significantly smaller than the solar wind speed. Consequently, the UP and DOWN ion 
energy distributions show different features and complement the electron behavior (Figures 2f and 2g). We 
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Figure 1. Overview of the simulated region surrounding the Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly (case Z in Table 1). 
The solar wind incidence angle is 45° and the IMF is chosen parallel to the surface (a sample of field lines is shown 
for illustration, see Figure 5 and the accompanying discussion for quantitative insights). Two trajectories are indicated 
crossing the center of the main anomaly at 15 km above the spherical lunar surface. The polar and (near-)equatorial 
orbit are colored in magenta and red, respectively. pn  is the proton number density, shown here at the lunar surface. | |B  
is the magnetic field magnitude. The origin of the coordinate system is set at ( 59  W, 7. 5  N) on the surface. The X axis 
points away from the surface. The Y and Z directions are chosen along the polar and equatorial direction, respectively.
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find that few to no 2He  ions and only 5%–10% of the protons have a velocity component directed away from 
the surface. Both ion populations are decelerated in the LMA interaction region, overshadowing the effects 
from non-adiabatic interactions that may locally cool or heat ions. Reflected protons streaming away from the 
LMA tend to regain their initial (pre-reflection) energy (Figure 2f). Note that the proton and 2He  gyroradii 
are significantly greater than the LMA interaction region. This indicates that electrostatic reflection is the 
responsible mechanism, without the magnetic field significantly altering the trajectories (Deca et al., 2015).

Along the equatorial orbit (Z direction) we observe larger density and electric field variations as compared 
to the polar orbit (Figures 3a and 3c). The solar wind impinges the magnetic topology under a 45° incidence 
angle in the ecliptic/equatorial (XZ) plane, creating an obstacle to overcome for the solar wind to reach 
the surface at this location. In response, the charge-separation ambipolar field is largest at the upwind 
boundary, measuring 69 1mV m  at maximum. Consequently, also the density pile-up is larger on this side. 
Interestingly, we observe also a mini-wake at about Z 20km followed by a focus point further downwind 
at Z 30km. Note that the 2He  mini-wake is shortest. Figure 4 presents a close-up view with a 2-D map 
of the 2He  number density perpendicular to the surface and along the equatorial orbit direction. It shows 
more clearly the locations where the density piles up as well as the mini-wake, where significantly fewer 

2He  particles penetrate the magnetic structure. The behavior somewhat resembles the rotor often found on 
the lee-side of a mountain on Earth under windy conditions.
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Figure 2. Line plots along the polar (Y direction; magenta) orbit indicated on Figure 1. The differential energy flux 
(color scale in the lower four panels) has units    2 1 1 1eV cm s st eV . All lines and distributions are snapshots recorded at 
the same time step after the simulations have reached steady state.
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The electron energy distributions along the equatorial orbit (Figures 3d and 3e) show similar characteris-
tics to the polar orbit, with most heating and a larger acceleration component found at the upwind side of 
the anomaly, where the E B-drift starts pushing the electrons across the halo (Deca et al., 2014). The ion 
energy distributions (Figures 3f and 3g) are asymmetric as well, with most reflected particles found at the 
downwind side of Reiner Gamma (Z  0). In addition, we observe a small amount of 2He  ions that seem 
secularly reflected at the upwind side of the anomaly, whereas few are present downwind.

Figure 5 presents maps of the magnetic and electric field magnitude at increasing altitudes above the sur-
face, centered on the Reiner Gamma region. The first column of maps shows the initial (input) magnetic 
field, that is, the SVM model plus the IMF, followed by the magnetic field magnitude at steady-state (second 
column) and the difference between the two (third column). The fourth, rightmost column introduces the 
electric field magnitude. We find that even at 50 km altitude, the solar wind electric and magnetic fields 
are strongly perturbed by the presence of Reiner Gamma (Figures 5l and 5x). Given the chosen upstream 
plasma conditions, the main component of Reiner Gamma is easily detectable at this altitude. The weaker 
component, that is, the second dipolar-like structure (Kurata et al., 2005), becomes apparent only below 
30 km above the surface. The difference | |B B

0
 reveals variations up to 10 nT, which are caused by the 

impinging solar wind plasma compressing and deforming the magnetic field topology. Roughly, in Fig-
ures 5m–5r the blue regions tend to correspond to areas where the magnetic structure is pushed closer to 
the surface, whereas the red regions indicate a more lateral deformation. The relative difference at 5 km 
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Figure 3. Line plots along the equatorial (Z direction; red) orbit are indicated in Figure 1. The differential energy flux 
(color scale in the lower four panels) has units    2 1 1 1eV cm s st eV . All lines and distributions are snapshots recorded at 
the same time step after the simulations have reached the steady state.
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above the surface indicates a 2%–3% change in the magnetic field magnitude compared to the input model 
(Figure 5m). The highest electric field magnitudes range up to 100 mV 1m  (Figures 5s–5x). The maxima are 
found on the upwind side of Reiner Gamma (top side of the panel in this representation), but at a different 
altitude for each component of the LMA. The main anomaly, that is, the tadpole's head, generates its density 
halo at the 10–20 km altitude, whereas the weaker component, that is, the tail region, produces most charge 
separation at 5 km above the surface.

3.2. Reiner Gamma at Different Solar Wind Incidence Angles

Figure 6 presents maps of the magnetic and electric field at increasing altitudes above the surface for dif-
ferent solar wind incidence angles. The letters in the yellow squares correspond to the case identifiers in 
Table 1, starting at a 75  solar wind incidence angle (case A) up to normal solar wind incidence (case F). 
The solar wind direction is chosen in the ecliptic plane. Note that we neglect the interplanetary and the 
magnetosphere magnetic field components to be able to evaluate most clearly the effects of the SVM model. 
These six simulations are representative of the periods Reiner Gamma is exposed to the solar wind plasma 
(see Figure 1 in Deca et al., 2020). The first column of each block reveals that the magnetic structure keeps 
its rough shape for all incidence angles. A mini-magnetosphere with fixed anchor points (the dark lanes) is 
formed in each case. Note, the chosen solar wind dynamic pressure of 0.74 nPa is on the lower edge of the 
measured range during quiet solar wind conditions. We anticipate that solar wind events will continuously 
alter the steady-state mini-magnetosphere structure. Deca et al. (2015) find that for a solar wind dynamic 
pressure of 2.4 nPa (their Run G) the height of the density halo above the surface reduces from 15 km to 
less than 5 km. The difference maps (middle columns) show that the more normal the solar wind incidence 
angle impinges on the lunar surface, the more compressed the magnetic structure becomes. A more shallow 
  results in mostly lateral deformations while greater deformations are found farther away from the surface. 
The differences with respect to the initial model stay below 10 nT in absolute value, but become relatively 
larger with distance from the surface. The electric field maps (third column of each block) presents a similar 
story. A more shallow incidence angle leads to relatively weaker electric field magnitudes.
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Figure 4. Close-up view including a 2-D map of the 2He  number density perpendicular to the surface and along the 
equatorial orbit direction. Identical to Figure 1, the surface presents the proton number density and both the polar and 
equatorial orbits are shown. The black arrow denotes the solar wind direction.
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3.3. Reiner Gamma in the Magnetosphere

Due to Reiner Gamma's westerly selenographic location, no significant amount of plasma flux impinges on 
the region throughout most of the Moon's magnetotail crossing (Table 1 and Figure 1 in Deca et al., 2020). 
We discuss here case G in Table 1, corresponding to the 2.5-day time frame during which Reiner Gamma is 
directly exposed to the hotter and denser magnetosheath plasma in between the magnetopause and the bow 
shock, on its way out of the terrestrial magnetosphere (Poppe et al., 2018). Note that compared to the solar 
wind cases, case G has a slower upstream plasma velocity, but similarly with no IMF included. Figures 7 
and 8 present an overview of the plasma environment for this case, following the same format as Figures 3 
and 5, respectively.

At 15 km above the lunar surface, we find that the magnetic field topology is much less compressed in the 
magnetosheath compared to the solar wind cases, because the upstream dynamic pressure measures only 
0.45 nPa, compared to 0.74 nPa in the solar wind cases (Figure 7b). Although similar in structure, the mag-
netic field magnitude at this altitude is roughly twice as high as compared to cases A–F. A broad density 
halo is formed 30–40 km above the surface (not shown). This means that the density profiles of Figure 7a 
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Figure 5. Maps of the magnetic and electric field at increasing altitudes above the surface (case Z in Table 1). (a–f) 
input Surface Vector Mapping magnetic field magnitude; (g–l) magnetic field magnitude at steady state; (m–r) 
difference between the magnetic field magnitude at steady state and the input magnetic field model (first column); 
(s–x) electric field magnitude.
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cut below the pile-up region and show a dip in density for all modeled species, rather than an increase. 
The wider structure is caused by the relatively low dynamic pressure. The maximum electric field magni-
tude at this altitude is 116 mVm  and coincides with the location of the highest magnetic field magnitude 
(Figures 7b and 7c). Compared to cases A–F, the electrons become heated/accelerated, indicating that a  
B-mechanism might be responsible for the disturbances rather than a E B drift (Deca et al., 2015). 
Only the very lowest energies are filtered away from the central anomaly region (Figures 7d and 7e). 
Due to the high thermal velocities, the proton and alpha populations are indistinguishable in the ion 
energy profiles (Figures 7f and 7g). In combination with the oblique incidence angle, both show a sig-
nificant amount of particles with a velocity component away from the lunar surface. On the upwind side 
of the LMA the differential energy flux is elevated. Similar to the electrons, the lowest energy ions are 
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Figure 6. Maps of the magnetic and electric field at increasing altitudes above the surface for different solar wind 
incidence angles (cases a–f). The letters in the yellow squares correspond to the case identifiers in Table 1. The three 
columns in each block correspond to the magnetic field magnitude at steady state, the difference between the magnetic 
field magnitude at steady state and the Surface Vector Mapping magnetic field model and the electric field magnitude, 
respectively.
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disallowed from entering the region. Note that as we cross below the density halo, we do not observe the 
decelerated population seen in Figures 3f and 3g, which indicates that the ambipolar electric field is less 
efficient in the magnetosheath case.

Figure 8 presents maps of the magnetic and electric field at increasing altitudes above the surface for case G.  
The leftmost column shows clearly the structure of the SVM model as no IMF is included in this simulation 
case. At steady-state, the plasma interaction with the magnetic structure has caused a variety of fluctua-
tions/instabilities throughout the simulation domain (panels g–i; to be reported on in a separate work). At 
50 km above the lunar surface we find them to be of similar magnitude to the LMA magnetic field mag-
nitude (Figure 7i). Note from Figure 8s that the setup of case G pushes the numerical boundaries of our 
simulation tool and creates a nonphysical electric field structure near the lunar surface downwind of the 
anomaly. The magnetosheath scenario does not produce enough plasma flow across the modeled surface in 
this area to keep the outflow boundary numerically stable (see Deca et al., 2015 for an in-depth discussion 
of the implementation and limitations of our boundary conditions). The ambipolar electric fields generated 
by the LMA show a similar evolution with altitude above the surface as the solar wind cases. The maxi-
mum electric field magnitude is found at the 5 km altitude and measures 160 mV m . At 50 km we observe 
| |E  

4
1

mV m . Finally, | | | |B B
0

 reveals magnetic field disturbances resembling the central bright lobe of 
Reiner Gamma up to 30 km altitude, whereas it is no longer observable in the simulated solar wind cases 
already at 15–20 km above the surface. The reason is the higher position of the density halo in case G. As a 
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Figure 7. Line plots along the equatorial (red) orbit indicated on Figure 1 for case G. The differential energy flux (color 
scale in the lower four panels) has units    2 1 1 1eV cm s st eV . All lines and distributions are snapshots recorded at the 
same time step after the simulations have reached the steady state.
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result, when traversing the magnetosheath along a trajectory at lower (solar wind) dynamic pressures, sur-
face magnetic field features can be detected up to twice farther from the surface in our simulation. In reality, 
however, the elevated magnetic field strength in the magnetosheath as compared to the solar wind IMF and 
the highly turbulent nature of the plasma downstream of the bow shock might make it more difficult to 
measure crustal magnetic fields at a given altitude.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we have discussed the plasma environment surrounding the Reiner Gamma magnetic anom-
aly using the fully kinetic particle-in-cell code iPIC3D, coupled with an SVM model of the near-surface 
magnetic field structure based on Kaguya and Lunar Prospector measurements. We covered the fraction of 
the lunar orbit when the region is exposed to a significant amount of plasma flux with eight different simu-
lation cases that each represent a segment of the orbit, including different solar wind incidence angles and 
the hot and dense magnetosheath plasma.
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Figure 8. Maps of the magnetic and electric field at increasing altitudes above the surface for case G. (a–f) input 
Surface Vector Mapping magnetic field magnitude; (g–l) magnetic field magnitude at steady state; (m–r) difference 
between the magnetic field magnitude at steady state and the input magnetic field model (first column); (s–x) electric 
field magnitude.
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Density and energy distribution profiles for the simulated electron, proton, and 2He  profiles, compliment-
ed with magnetic and electric field maps at increasing altitudes above the lunar surface, provide a detailed 
overview of the plasma environment. We show that (a) the situation is vastly different at different altitudes 
and (b) depends critically on the upstream plasma parameters. In addition, our findings are consistent with 
the predictions of the solar wind standoff model, that is, the plasma flux to the lunar surface is regulated by 
the ambipolar electric field generated by the solar wind plasma interaction with the magnetic field topology 
of Reiner Gamma (Deca et al., 2018).

Our work may help define measurement requirements for a possible future low-orbit or lander mission to 
the Reiner Gamma area or similarly magnetized regions of the lunar surface. Finally, note that although 
our fully kinetic approach allows us to resolve all relevant spatial and temporal scales of interest to study 
the solar wind plasma interaction with the Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly, ultimately the predictive 
capabilities of the model are limited by the observations-based input magnetic field topology.

Data Availability Statement
All data necessary to validate the findings presented in this manuscript can be found at https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.4474845 in accordance with the FAIR data project.
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